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Abstract

Introduction: Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is a devastating condition with no effective

treatments, with promising findings in rodents failing to translate into successful ther-

apies for patients.

Methods: Targeting the vulnerable entorhinal cortex (ERC), rhesus monkeys received

two injections of an adeno-associated virus expressing a double tau mutation (AAV-

P301L/S320F) in the left hemisphere, and control AAV-green fluorescent pro-

tein in the right ERC. Noninjected aged-matched monkeys served as additional

controls.

Results: Within 3 months we observed evidence of misfolded tau propagation, simi-

lar to what is hypothesized to occur in humans. Viral delivery of human 4R-tau also

coaptates monkey 3R-tau via permissive templating. Tau spreading is accompanied by

robust neuroinflammatory response driven by TREM2+microglia, with biomarkers of

inflammation and neuronal loss in the cerebrospinal fluid and plasma.

Discussion: These results highlight the initial stages of tau seeding and propagation in

a primate model, a more powerful translational approach for the development of new

therapies for AD.
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1 BACKGROUND

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is a progressive neurodegenerative dis-

order that affects 1 in 10 people age 65 and older,1,2 becoming

more prevalent with the projected increase of the aged population

worldwide. Current thinking is that decades may pass between the
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developmentof the initial brain lesions—mainly amyloidbeta (Aβ) accu-
mulation and misfolded tau propagation—and the development of the

first cognitive symptoms, often occurring when the degenerative pro-

cess is so substantial that no current therapies can restrain progression

of the disease. Our understanding of the pathological events underly-

ing AD have advanced vastly in recent years but successful translation
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from rodent models into efficient therapies for humans has been

extremely limited.More than 400 clinical trials have been conducted in

patients after promisingdiscoveries in rodentmodels, but so far nonew

drugs have been brought to the market, and these disappointments

have led several pharmaceutical companies to downsize their AD

programs.1–4

The search for animal models that better correlate with the disease

pathogenesis has led the field to explore other options, including the

use of non-human primates (NHPs), phylogenetically much closer

to humans. Macaque monkeys, for example, share >98% homology

with humans for the longest form of the tau protein, and 100%

homology for the Aβ sequence.5 Whether NHPs spontaneously

develop the full spectrum of AD pathology that results in dementia

remains in question. Great apes and macaques develop amyloid

plaques with age, in a similar distribution pattern to that observed

in humans, but development of end-stage neurofibrillary tangles

(NFT) and the extent of tau hyperphosphorylation in NHPs is still

controversial, as we and others have discussed previously.6–8 Recent

reports suggest that chimpanzees can develop tangles later in life,9

as well as cynomolgus macaques10 and rhesus monkeys,11 but these

findings were reported only among the oldest-old animals, limiting

the usefulness of naturally occurring pathology for development of

therapeutics.

Taking advantage of the high translational power of NHPs due to

their physiological and genetic similarities to humans, we describe

here the initial steps of the development of a monkey model of

AD with accelerated tau pathology and neuroinflammation. Multi-

ple tau-based approaches have proven to be promising in mouse

models, which gives us a strong foundation for moving to an NHP

model.12–21 Four adult rhesus monkeys received a one-time dou-

ble infusion of recombinant adeno-associated virus capsid 1 (AAV1)

carrying two tauopathy-related mutations (P301L/S320F) in the

entorhinal cortex (ERC).22 Three months after the gene deliv-

ery, all animals exhibited abnormal hyperphosphorylated tau and

extensive misfolded tau propagation with frank NFTs in directly

connected hippocampal and neocortical areas. Importantly, an exten-

sive neuroinflammatory response driven by TREM2+ microglia was

observed in these areas, with the mutant isoform 4R-tau injected

coaptating monkey 3R-tau isoform, accelerating tau aggregation and

spreading. Longitudinal analysis of cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) and blood

indicated substantial axonal damage and neuroinflammation in tau-

expressing animals compared to control animals. These results high-

light the initial stages of a robust accelerated tau pathology and prop-

agation in the monkey brain and support the potential of a NHPmodel

of AD, with natural full expression of tau isoforms, allowing advanced

testing for therapeutic interventions over a short time frame.

2 METHODS

2.1 Animals and neurosurgery

Four adult female rhesus macaques (10 to 15 years old) had bilateral

stereotaxic injections of the adeno-associated virus expressing a dou-

RESEARCH INCONTEXT

1. Systematic review: Using PubMed, the authors searched

for nonhuman primate models of Alzheimer’s disease

(AD), more translatable to humans. Studies have docu-

mented the natural occurrence of AD-like tau pathology

in monkeys, but only among the oldest-old animals, limit-

ing the usefulness of such models for the development of

therapeutics.

2. Interpretation: Our results indicate that genetic delivery

of dual tau mutations in young adult rhesus monkey gen-

erated profound tau-based neuropathology and intense

neuroinflammation, with reflections in the cerebrospinal

fluid and plasma.

3. Future directions: We describe here the initial steps for

the development of a monkey model of AD with acceler-

ated tau pathology propagation and neuroinflammation.

Assessment of several humanAD-typical biomarkers also

suggests clear similarities between our monkey model

and human disease progression. These results highlight

the initial stages of misfolded tau propagation in a non-

human primate model, with natural full expression of tau

isoforms, allowing advanced testing for therapeutic inter-

ventions over a short timeframe.

HIGHLIGHTS

∙ Genetic delivery of mutated tau in the monkey brain

inducemisfolded tau propagation.

∙ Tau spreading is followed by neuroinflammatory response

driven by TREM2+microglia.

∙ Injected human tau coaptates monkey tau via permissive

templating to spread pathology.

∙ Treated monkeys developed robust alterations in AD core

biomarkers in cerebrospinal fluid and blood.

∙ These results lend support for theuseofmonkeysas aplat-

form to develop AD therapies.

ble tau mutation in the left ERC (AAV-P301L/S320F, 1.176 × 10ˆ13
genomic copies/mL), and the control injection (AAV-green fluorescent

protein [GFP], 1.6 × 10ˆ13 genomic copies/mL) in the right ERC. Four

additional healthy non-injected age-matched females (10 to 14 years

old) and four aged female animals (21 to 25 years old) were also used

as controls. All of the 10- to 15-year-old females were cycling, pre-

menopausal monkeys. All experiments were approved by the Institu-

tional Animal Care andUse Committee at the University of California–

Davis (protocol no. 20752).
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2.2 AAV preparation

Human 0N/4R tau carrying two mutations (P301L/S320F) was

expressed under the control of the hybrid cytomegalovirus

enhancer/chicken β-actin (CMV/CBA) promoter, a CBA intron (first

intron of chicken β-actin gene plus the splice acceptor of the rabbit

β-globin gene), woodchuck hepatitis virus post-transcriptional regu-

latory element (WPRE), and bovine polyA, as previously described.22

Recombinant AAVs containing the P301L/S320F tau gene or an empty

vector were packaged in capsid 1 and purified under good labora-

tory practices at the Penn Vector Core (University of Pennsylvania).

The AAV preparations were tested for endotoxins (< 5 endotoxin

units per mL), tested for purity using the sodium dodecyl sulphate—

polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis method and titered using three

rounds of digital polymerase chain reaction. The AAVs were aliquoted

and stored at –80○C until further use.

2.3 CSF and plasma collection

CSF and plasma were collected prior to surgery, once per moth post-

surgery, and immediately prior to necropsy (totaling four collections).

For CSF, animals were sedated with ketamine (5 to 30 mg/kg, IM) and

dexmedetomidine (0.0075 to 0.015 mg/kg, IM). A 23-gauge spinal

needle was inserted into the subarachnoid space of the cisternamagna

and 1 to 2 mL of CSF aspirated and transferred to cryotube and

stored at –80◦C. For plasma, ≈30 mL of whole blood was collected in

EDTA-containing tubes and immediately centrifuged at 1500 x g for

15 minutes and apportioned into 0.5 mL aliquots and stored at –80◦C

until use.

2.4 Perfusion and tissue preparation

All monkeys were deeply anesthetized with ketamine (25 mg/kg)

and intubated. Perfusion was performed following the same proto-

col described recently.7 After perfusion, samples for microscopy were

immersed in fixative (4% paraformaldehyde with 0.125% glutaralde-

hyde in phosphate buffer, pH 7.4) at 4◦C for 48 hours under agitation

and stored in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) with 0.1% sodium azide

at 4◦C until processed.

2.5 Human CSF and plasma samples

CSF andplasma from four patients confirmedwithAD (Braak IV-V) and

four age-matched controls were obtained from the University of Cali-

fornia Davis Alzheimer’s Disease Center, grant: P30 AG010129, pro-

vided by Dr. Lee-Way Jin.

2.6 Immunohistochemistry

50 μm-thick free-floating sections were incubated in an antigen

retrieval solution (Wako, S1700) at 60◦C for 30 minutes. After that,

sections were incubated in blocking solution: 5% donkey serum,

5% goat serum, 5% bovine serum albumin in PBS 0.3% triton for

2 hours at room temperature under agitation. Sectionswere then incu-

bated for 48 hours with the following antibodies: IBA-1 (234-006,

Synaptic Systems, 1:1000), AT8 (MN1020, Invitrogen, 1:500), AT100

(MN1060, Invitrogen, 1:1000), pTau 422 (ab79415, Abcam, 1:1000),

NeuN (266004, Syn. Systems, 1:1000), TREM2 (AF1828, R&Dsystems,

1:500),MAP2 (188004, Syn, Systems, 1:1000), Tau3R (2A1-1F4,Wako,

1:400), Tau 4R (ab218314, Abcam, 1:500), CP3, MC1, and PHF1 (pro-

vided by Dr. Peter Davies, 1:400). TOC1 antibody for tau oligomers

was provided by Dr. Nicholas Kanaan and used at 1:1000. Tissue was

washed thoroughly with PBS and incubated with Alexa Fluor sec-

ondary antibodies (Invitrogen, 1:500) for 2 hours, at room tempera-

ture. True Black solution (Biotium) was used for 30 minutes to elimi-

nate lipofuscin autofluorescence. Slides were then mounted with Pro-

long Diamond Antifade with Dapi (Invitrogen).

2.7 Microscopy and image analysis

All images were acquired in 3D (z-stack variating between 25

and 50 μm) using a Zeiss LSM 800 microscope with Airyscan.

For NeuN/AT8/ThioS colocalization analysis, three 20x images were

acquired from each hippocampal region analyzed, with at least 240

NeuN+ cells analyzed per region, per animal. Similar analysis was per-

formed for microglia morphological quantification, with at least 20

cells acquired at 63 x per hemisphere, per animal. These images were

exported and analyzed in 3D in Imaris software (Bitplane) using the fil-

ament tracing tool. Finally, three 20x images were acquired from the

CA3/hilus region and layer II of ERC for quantification of AT8/3R and

4R tau colocalization. Microglia engulfment of 3R and 4R tau particles

was performed as described previously,7 with the total volumeof inter-

nalized puncta (μm3) being divided by the total volume of microglial

cells (μm3).

2.8 Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays
(ELISAs)

Validation of human ELISAs using rhesus monkey samples were val-

idated in our previous study7. Aβ1-42, Aβ1-40, t-tau, p-tau Ser199,

p-tau Thr231, p-tau Ser396 (Invitrogen), TNF-α, IL-6, TREM2, BDNF

(Abcam), TDP-43 (Proteintech), and neurofilament-light (Uman Diag-

nostics) ELISA assays were performed according to each kit manufac-

turer’s instructions, after sample dilution optimization.

2.9 Statistical analysis

All analyses were performed with GraphPad Prism 6, and datasets

were assessed for normality parameters prior to significance determi-

nation. Values are expressed as means ± standard error of the mean.

Statistical tests and p values are indicated in each figure legend.

3 RESULTS

3.1 Injected monkeys develop AD core
biomarkers in CSF and plasma

To develop transcellular propagation of tau aggregates, we took advan-

tage of a recently establishedAAV-mediated gene targeting expressing
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two tau variants, known to cause frontal-temporal dementia (FTD) and

Pick’s disease (PiD) in humans, P301L and S320F mutant tau, respec-

tively (i.e., AAV-2xTau). The combination of both mutations resulted

in a synergistic effect on the development of tau-related pathology

in mice, including synaptic alterations and cognitive impairment.22

Notably, the AAV used in this study express full length human 0N/4R

tau isoform (0N meaning without inserts near the N-terminal region

of the gene). The injections targeted the ERC, using a surgical stereo-

taxic navigation system for the AAV delivery (Figure 1A, Medtronic

StealthStation). We opted for only using female monkeys in this study,

because AD generally affects substantially more women than men,1

and to correlate with previous data from our lab on age-related cog-

nitive decline and neurodegeneration in female rhesus monkeys, espe-

cially after menopause.23–25

We recently reported that rhesus monkeys normally present simi-

lar levels of several AD-related proteins in fluid samples to that seen in

humans.7 Todeepen the investigationofAD-relevant biomarkers in the

monkeys, CSF and blood samples were collected prior to and after the

AAV-2xTau gene delivery, as indicated in Figure 1B. Twelve biomark-

erswere investigated, being selected for their relevance to theADpro-

gression in patients,26–32 and divided into four major categories, as

shown in Figure 1C. CSF and plasma from young (10 to 16 years old)

and aged (19 to 26 years old) non-treated monkeys were used as con-

trols, as well as samples from patients with confirmed AD diagnoses

(Figure S1 in supporting information). Among themarkers analyzed for

neuronal damage, neurofilament light (NfL) had the highest increase in

CSF and plasma in injected monkeys (Figure 1D and Figure S1A-B), as

well as total tau in the CSF (Figure 1E and Figure S1D-E). There was

also a temporal reduction of BDNF levels (Figure 1F), but no changes in

TDP-43 (Figure 1G) in CSF of treated animals. To investigate possible

changes in inflammatory markers associated with tau pathology, solu-

bleTREM2 (sTREM2, Figure1HandFigures S1K-L) and two inflamma-

tory cytokines, TNFα (Figure 1I, Figures S1M-N) and interleukin 6 (IL6,

Figure 1J, Figures S1O-P) were measured. The profile of changes in all

three proteinswere very similar among treated animals and acrossCSF

and plasma, with a robust increase occurring 2 months after infusions,

which would be consistent with AAV-mediated gene expression time-

line (3weeks after brain infusion). In the human samples analyzed, con-

sistent increases in sTREM2 levels across plasma and CSF were found

compared to age-matched samples (Figure S1K-L), but no detectable

differences were observed in the TNFα and IL-6 levels between human

samples (Figure S1M-P).

In AD, p-tau is the main component of the NFTs, and its detection

in the CSF reflects the disease’s progression in the brain. We observed

a high increase of p-tau levels in three different epitopes related to

NFT pathogenesis in the CSF of treated monkeys and AD controls: tau

phosphorylation at Ser 199 (Figure 1K, Figure S1G), at Thr 231 (Fig-

ure 1L, Figure S1H) and at Ser 396 (Figure 1M, Figure S1F). Increases

in all three occurred quickly, detected in the first month after injec-

tions, and they were sustained at high levels in the CSF during subse-

quent months. All these sites of phosphorylation are known to cause a

structural impact in tau interaction with microtubules and are reflec-

tions of the disease’s progression. Finally, no changes were observed

in Aβ42 (Figure 1N) and Aβ40 (Figure 1O) levels, suggesting the AAV-

2xTau infusion did not trigger amyloid pathology in thismodel. Notably,

increases in amyloid levels were observed among the human samples

(Figures S1I-J).

3.2 AAV-2xTau injection in the ERC induce
extensive tau pathology in the hippocampus

Initial analysis of the hippocampus from injected monkeys revealed

substantial reactivity for different markers for tau pathology, includ-

ing AT8 (Ser 202/Thr 205) and ThioS (Figure 2A-D). Other markers

analyzedwere AT100 (Thr212/214), tau oligomers, pTau Ser 262, pTau

Ser 422, pTau Thr 231, pTau 214, PHF1 (p-Tau Ser 396/Ser 404) and

tau conformational dependent antibody MC1 (representative images

for all additional markers can be found in Figure S2A-T in support-

ing information). Investigation of the hippocampal subareas from the

injected monkeys was performed by combining triple staining and 3D

confocal microscopy, allowing the precise quantification of colocaliza-

tionbetweenneuronalmarkerNeuNwithp-taumarker (AT8) andNFTs

(ThioS), as highlighted in Figure 2E-J. Although most of the hippocam-

pal subfields receive direct projections from ERC (Figure 2K), intrin-

sic variability in the pattern of misfolded tau deposition was observed,

with the majority of the tau tangles being present in the CA3 region

(Figure 2L-M), followed by CA1 (Figure 2N-O). ThioS-positive cells in

these regions often no longer express the neuronal marker NeuN, indi-

cating these are mostly ghost tangles, similar to what is seen in AD.

Other hippocampal areas heavily affected by tau pathology include

the subiculum (Figure 2P-Q) and dentate gyrus (Figure 2R-S). Pathol-

ogy was also observed in layer 2 of the ERC (Figure 2T-U), known also

to be highly vulnerable in patients with AD,33,34 and the site of injec-

tion, with a minor expansion to the right ERC (Figure 2V-X). Notably,

although the contralateral hemisphere did not present markers for fib-

rillary tau pathology as did the left hemisphere, expression of early tau

pathological events such as phosphorylation in Ser 262 and Thr 231

were detected in the CA1, CA3, and DG of the right hippocampus. The

expression of these markers suggest the presence of events related to

decreased binding of tau to microtubules in this region (Figure S3A-T

in supporting information), similar to early events observed in the hip-

pocampus of AD patients.35,36 Our assumption is that the early pathol-

ogy in contralateral hippocampus reflects the involvement of the con-

tralateral projection of the ERC connectome.

3.3 Misfolded tau propagation in the
hippocampus induces extensive microglial response

Accumulating evidence suggests a major role for glial cells and neu-

roinflammation in different neurodegenerative diseases, including

AD.37,38 Healthy microglia and astrocytes are normally involved

in the clearance of pathological proteins, including Aβ and soluble

and insoluble forms of tau,39,40 but when activated these cells can

actually facilitate spreading of pathological proteins and exacerbate
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F IGURE 1 Viral delivery of mutated tau in themonkey entorhinal cortex (ERC) led to accelerated Alzheimer’s disease (AD) pathology as
reflected in fluid biomarkers. Four adult rhesusmonkeys (10 to 14 years old) received a single time viral injection expressing a double human tau
mutation (AAV-2xTau) in the left ERC, and control AAV-GFP in the right ERC, as shown in (A). Cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) and plasmawere collected
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the degenerative process.40 To investigate a potential role of reactive

microglia in the tau propagation observed in the AAV-2xTau monkeys,

we evaluated 3D morphological changes in microglia between left

and right hemispheres (Figure 3A-C), and quantification of these

cells demonstrated the increase of reactive microglia in the left hip-

pocampus (Figure 3D-G). Interaction between microglia and AT8+

neurons is highlighted in Figure 3H-O (see also movie S1 in supporting

information). Finally, quantification of the colocalization between

microglia general marker IBA1 and triggering receptor expressed on

myeloid cells 2 (TREM2), a key marker for pathological microglia in

AD,41 demonstrated that TREM2 activation is robust in the presence

of tau pathology, but not in the control hemisphere (Figure 3P-Z).

Reactive astrocytes were also observed in response to tau pathology,

but they do not closely interact with p-tau–positive cells the same way

asmicroglia, as shown in Figure S4 in supporting information.

3.4 Presence of 4R human tau templates 3R
monkey tau to induce propagation

Abnormal splicing affecting only one tau isoform without altering the

aminoacid sequenceof theprotein is enough to cause tauopathies such

as Pick’s disease (3R), corticobasal degeneration (4R), and progressive

supranuclear palsy (4R).42 AD involves both tau isoforms equally (3R

+ 4R), while FTD can be either 3R or 4R, or also involve both.43 Our

knowledge about how these isoform profiles vary during the different

stages of taupathology inAD is largely unknownanddifficult to resolve

in rodent studies, because mice and rats do not express the 3R tau iso-

form in the adult brain.44 Rhesus monkeys offer a unique opportunity,

because this species expresses both tau isoforms in the brain, similar to

humans, but different from rodents and also even frommarmosets.45

Taking advantage of the use of an AAV construct expressing only

human 4R tau, we were able to explore the role of the monkey 3R tau

in themisfolded tau propagation. As shown in Figure 4A-E for ERC and

Figure 4F-J for hippocampus, AT8 colocalizesmostly with 4R tau in the

injected ERC, but in the hippocampus, most AT8+ neurons colocalize

withmonkey 3R tau. These results suggest the human 4R tau delivered

in the ERC is permissively templating monkey 3R tau in the hippocam-

pus. Analysis of microglia in both regions revealed a similar profile of

isoform distribution, with microglia in the ERC taking upmostly 4R tau

fragments (Figure 4K-O) and more 3R tau fragments in the hippocam-

pus (Figure 4P-T). Importantly, the tau transgenes used in this study

are driven by a hybrid chicken β-actin (hCBA) promoter, and the AAV1

used is neurotropic.22 This indicates that theAAV-2xTau injected could

not inducemicroglial expression 3R and4R tau isoforms, but rather tau

presence inside these cells is due to phagocytic engulfment of neuronal

particles.

3.5 Tau seeds propagate outside
ERC-hippocampus in a prion-like manner

We also explored misfolded tau propagation after AAV-2xTau delivery

in sites beyond the ERC and hippocampus. Given the well-defined cor-

ticocortical circuitry in the visual system, we initially chose to deter-

mine thedegree towhich taupathology couldbe linked to key intercon-

nected visual regions. Interestingly, we found a unique pattern of tau

propagation distant from the injection site, reaching areas in the occip-

ital lobe and V4. A proposed scheme of the affected neurocircuitry is

presented in Figure 5A. Major areas affected by misfolded tau prop-

agation include the previously described ERC and CA1 (Figure 5B-E).

However, the retrosplenial cortex (RSC) was also affected, present-

ing intense AT8 staining and several NFTs in all treated monkeys. Two

other major sites were identified with misfolded tau accumulation, the

visual regions V4 and V1 (Figure 5H-K). Interestingly, V4 and V1 are

a minimum of two and three synapses from ERC, respectively, which

likely explains the pattern ofmisfolded tau propagationwe observed in

these areas. V4 andV1presented only AT8 staining but no tangleswith

VI having only AT8-positive axons, suggesting that these areas were

affected later in the spatiotemporal progression of the pathology.

4 DISCUSSION

As discussed above, preclinical animal work in AD is heavily invested

in the use of genetically altered rodent models, with >170 transgenic

mice being developed exclusively to investigate AD pathology. One

route to close the translational gap between the mouse model and

human clinical data is to develop NHPmodels of AD. Rhesusmacaques

and marmosets are among the options, and although they do not

develop AD pathology identical to humans, their brains undergo struc-

tural and biochemical changes thatmirror those seen in people, includ-

ing Aβ deposition and cognitive decline.4

Recently we described a NHP model of early AD by injecting Aβ
oligomers (AβOs) in the lateral ventricle of the female monkey brain.7

AβO infusions lead to early stages of synapse dysfunction in the

prefrontal cortex and hippocampus, mimicking the early synaptic stage

of AD pathology in humans. Here we present a more aggressive model

prior to surgery and every 30 days until necropsy (B). A panel of several biomarkers relevant to AD patients were analyzed, and divided into four
major categories, as indicated in (C). A robust increase in neurofilament light levels (NfL, D) and total tau (E) were observed in the CSF and plasma
of injected animals compared to young and aged non-injectedmonkeys. A progressive reduction in BDNF levels in the CSF of AAV-2xTau injected
animals was also observed (F), but no changes were detected in TDP-43 levels (G). Notably, all three biomarkers for neuroinflammation analyzed
were increased in treated animals compared to controls, both in CSF and plasma: sTREM2 (H) and the proinflammatory cytokines TNFα (I) and IL-6
(J). Substantial increase in tau phosphorylation in different epitopes was also observed in treatedmonkeys (K, L, M), possibly reflecting
neurofibrillary tangle formation in the brain and accelerated progression of AD pathology. On the other hand, no changes were observed in the
total levels of amyloid beta (Aβ)40 (N) and Aβ42 (O) in the CSF of treatedmonkeys. *P< .05, **P< .01, ***P< .001; one-way analysis of variance,
Tukey’s post hoc test
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F IGURE 2 AAV-2xTau injection in the entorhinal cortex (ERC) induces robust misfolded tau propagation in the left hippocampus of rhesus
monkeys. Threemonths after the viral delivery of dual taumutation in the ERC, p-Tau (red, AT8) and ThioS (green) were used asmarkers for
pathological tau spreading and tangle formation. First panel (A-D) shows the spatiotemporal progression of tau accumulation in themonkey
hippocampus, colocalizing also with NeuN (blue). Scale bar: 500 μm. Note that AT8 labeling in the granule cell layer is limited to the lower right
corner at this stage, reflecting the topographic organization of the ERC/DG projection. High-resolution confocal microscopy imageswere exported
and analyzed in Imaris software by creating a 3D volume rendering for eachmarker. This allowed a precise quantitative measurement of
protein-protein colocalization, as exemplified in the CA1 region in (E, G, I; original and zoom images, respectively), and (F, H, J; 3D surface
rendering and zoom regions, respectively). Scale bar: 50 μm. Anatomic organization of neural circuits connecting ERC and hippocampus analyzed
in this study are shown in (K) and determined the pattern of misfolded tau propagation and deposition in injectedmonkeys (L-X). Quantification of
tau pathology progression in the left hippocampus demonstrated that themajor areas affected are CA3-Hilus (L-M), CA1 (N-O), subiculum (P-Q),
and DG (R-S). Injection of AAV-2xTau in the left ERC induced robust tau pathology in pyramidal neurons in layer 2 (T-U). The right ERC injected
with AAV-GFP displayed a very low-level p-Tau and ThioS labeling compared to the other regions analyzed, which likely reflects propagation
through interhemispheric ERC connectivity (V-X). Scale bar: 50 μm. *P< .05, **P< .01; One-way analysis of variance, Tukey’s post hoc test
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F IGURE 3 Robust inflammatory response in the hippocampus is modulated by reactive TREM2+microglia. AAV-2XTau injection in the left
entorhinal cortex produced substantial microgliosis in the left hippocampus (A), but not right side (B). Representative micrographs and the 3D
surface rendering created to analyzemicroglia morphological complexity are highlighted in (C). Reactivemicroglia are abundant in the left
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recapitulating the degenerative phase of AD. Using AAV-mediated

gene delivery of a dual tau mutation into the ERC, we were able to

demonstrate the development of end-stage tangles in AD-vulnerable

areas such as the ERC and hippocampus, as well as tau hyperphos-

phorylation in regions several synaptic connections from the injection

site, such as visual areas in the occipital lobe, 3 months after injection.

In vivo reflections of disease progression were reflected in monthly

samples of CSF and plasma from treated animals. The profile of the

12 biomarkers analyzed revealed an immediate robust increase in

NF-L, total tau, and p-tau, and a later increase in inflammatorymarkers

hippocampus, but not on the right side (D). Similarly, other parameters analyzed including number (E) and length of segments (F), and soma volume
(G), suggest microglia shifted from a physiological to a reactive state in the presence of tau pathology, ultimately leading to an increase in the
neuroinflammatory process. Representative images from panel (H-J) show intense distribution of activatedmicroglia (green, IBA1) in direct
response to the presence of p-Tau (AT8) in the hippocampus. Scale bar: 500 μm. Panel K-N and the 3D surface rendering of the image highlighted in
(O), demonstrate the close interaction between reactivemicroglia and p-Tau in the left hippocampus of treated animals. Scale bar: 10 μm. Finally,
representative images shown in panels (P-S; left hippocampus) and (T-X; right hippocampus) revealed a high degree of colocalization between IBA
and TREM2 in the left but not in the right hippocampus, as demonstrated in (Z). These results highlight a unique profile of reactivemicroglia
TREM2+ directly interacting with affected neurons, similar to what is observed in the brain of Alzheimer’s disease patients. Scale bar: 20 μm.
*P< .05, Unpaired t test

F IGURE 4 Injected tau isoform 4R coaptates monkey 3R-tau to spread pathology in a prion-likemanner. The first panel (A-E) shows that in the
entorhinal cortex (ERC), most of the p-tau (green, AT8) colocalizes with 4R-tau (blue) to amuch greater extent thanwith 3R-tau (red). The opposite
is observed in the hippocampus, with a higher degree of colocalization occurring between 3R-tau (red) and AT8, as shown in (F-J). Scale bar: 50 μm
and for the zoom area: 10 μm. Reactivemicroglia surrounding affected neurons were stained for IBA1 (white, K, P), and as shown in (K-O) for ERC
and (P-S) for hippocampus; microglia are actively taking up 3R and 4R-tau from neurons. The volume of internalized 3R and 4R-tau particles (μm3)
was divided by the total volume of microglia cells analyzed (μm3) to generate the total percentage of engulfment, calculated in (O; ERC) and (T;
hippocampus)
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F IGURE 5 Spatiotemporal progression of misfolded tau propagation in the rhesusmonkey brain. Hippocampal and neocortical circuits linked
to observations in (B-K) shown in (A). Injected entorhinal cortex (ERC) presented strong staining and colocalization of bothmarkers for tau
pathology, p-Tau (red, AT8) and ThioS (green), as shown in (B) and highlighted in (C). CA1 is also highly affected, as shown in (D) and (E). The
retrosplenial cortex (RSC), a region directly connected to ERC, is also affected, with AT8 immunoreactivity present in several cortical layers, but
fewer neurons being ThioS+ (F; and zoom in G). Two connected areas of the occipital lobe were also affected, V4 (H-I) and V1 (J-K), but the AT8
labeling was prevalent in processes and there was no ThioS+ labeling at 3months in these neocortical regions, suggesting that the progression
toward degeneration is at an earlier stage in thesemore distant sites. Scale bar: (B-J): 50 μmand (C-K): 20 μm

such as sTREM2 and proinflammatory cytokines TNFα and IL-6. Most

importantly, we were able to confirm the ability of the human 4R tau

injected to self-propagate inside the monkey brain via permissive

templating of endogenous 3R tau. Besides not being expressed in the

adult mouse brain, tau 3R isoform is also not expressed in marmosets,

as reported recently,45 highlighting the translational power of using

rhesus monkey to develop a platform to test therapies for AD drug

discovery.

Abnormal tau phosphorylation is a key feature in AD and other

related dementias.46,47 Events that decrease tau’s capacity to interact

with microtubules, such as phosphorylation in Ser 262 and Thr 231,

are thought to be involved in the early stages of AD pathology, before

an abnormal increase in tau’s ability to self-associate.35,48,49 An

increase in both Ser 262 and Thr231 was detected in the contralateral

hemisphere of the AAV-2xTau injected monkeys, but not late-stage

markers that are thought to be involved in tau polymerization into

filaments, such as AT8 or ThioS.35,48 The presence of these events in

the contralateral hemisphere suggests that the mutant tau injection

is affecting intrinsic interhemispheric connections in the ERC and/or

hippocampus.
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Several ADstudies haveusedAT8antibodis to performneuropatho-

logical examination of human post mortem samples and mouse mod-

els of the disease.50,51 Although AT8 (Ser 202/Thr 205) is an impor-

tantmarker for ADpathology, it is important to highlight that it detects

hyperphosphorylated tau, but not end-stage tangles or ghost tangles.52

Here, we were able to detect that, in several areas of the brain, includ-

ing the DG in the hippocampus and V1 and V4 in the occipital lobe,

immunoreactivity for AT8 was strong in the neuronal cell bodies or

axons, but many of these cells did not also label for ThioS reactivity.

ThioS binds to beta sheet-rich structures that compose misfolded pro-

tein aggregates such as amyloid plaques and tau tangles. AT8 andThioS

colocalize inside the same cells in some regions like ERC,CA3, andCA1,

but not in the DG or V1 and V4, where only AT8 immunoreactivity

was detected. This is a key observation regarding the progression to

NFT formation, because the conformational changesdetectedbyThioS

are essentially irreversible, ultimately labelling dying neurons. On the

other hand, neurons that are solely affected by hyperphosphorylated

tau accumulation did not enter an apoptotic route, and therefore ther-

apeutic approaches that can rescue these neurons from cell deathmay

be successful. In addition, this suggests that AT8 is not a dependable

label for NFTs that represent dying or dead neurons.

The pathogenetic progression of events that lead to AD progres-

sion is still not fully understood, but selective vulnerability of pyra-

midal neurons in the hippocampus and other neocortical regions has

been described by us and others.53–55 Layer 2 of the ERC, the subicu-

lum and the CA1, are the regions that are known to be particularly vul-

nerable toNFT formation, especially pyramidal cells.53,56 Interestingly,

late-stagemarkers of tau pathologywere foundmostly in theCA3, DG,

and subiculum of treated monkeys, with fewer present in CA1. One

hypothesis is that, at the timepoint analyzed in this study, CA1 neu-

rons were already extensively affected, and would only be counted as

ghost-tangles, no longer expressing NeuN and AT8. This would explain

why after the left ERC, CA1 is the region with higher expression of

ghost tangles (ThioS+NeuN–), but lower expression of AT8 compared

to CA3. The balance of pathology between these two regions in our

NHP model is likely to reflect the degree of spreading of pathology

between circuits intrinsic to the hippocampus (e.g., CA3 to CA1, Schaf-

fer collaterals), but it is also worth noting that DG, CA3/Hilus, and CA1

all receive direct projections from ERC, though the laminar origins dif-

fer in ERC with the projections to CA1 and CA3 coming largely from

deep layers and the projection to DG largely from Layer 2.57 Thus, the

slight variations in laminar location of the ERC injections could affect

the relative distribution of pathology at this early time point. Interest-

ingly, early events in AD progression associatedwith reduced tau bind-

ing to microtubules were found in higher expression in CA1 compared

toCA3andDG in the contralateral hippocampus. Thedifferences in the

temporal progression of tau pathology between the left and right hip-

pocampus might indicate that CA1, together with subiculum and ERC

layer 2, are regions primary involved in the spread of pathological tau,

similar to what is observed in AD patients.

Another important finding from this study is the extensive neuroin-

flammatory response after the AAV-mediated gene delivery. The com-

plexity of monkey microglia was described by us and others7,58 and

microglia analyzed in this study were found to develop a TREM2+ pro-

file, suggesting its transition from a physiological healthy state to a

disease-related reactive state, contributing to the disease by spreading

bioactive tau seeds across different brain regions. In addition, by see-

ing a change in the tau isoforms inside microglia between the injection

site and a terminal projection site (ERC-hippocampus) we were able to

demonstrate the highly dynamic profile of these cells and their contri-

bution to accelerating the propagation of tau seeds in different brain

areas.

5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Even though our knowledge of the biology underlying AD pathology

has progressed greatly in the last three decades, translation to tau-

based therapeutics for humans has been disappointing, pointing to the

difficulty in translating findings from rodents into effective therapies

for humans. Although we and others have demonstrated that rhesus

monkeys represent valuablemodels for studying aging and age-related

neurodegenerative diseases,3,7,11,59 it is still to be determined if NHPs

also present a similar cognitive and memory dysfunction profile that

is frequently observed in AD patients. After the initial steps of bio-

chemical validationof the taupathology inNHPs, longitudinal cognitive

assessment using treated monkeys will be necessary, especially com-

paring animals across different sex and ages, and with the presence of

comorbidities such as diabetes and hypertension that can increase the

risk of AD. In the present study, injections of the AAV-2xTau were per-

formed in the left ERC, and AAV-GFP in the right ERC. Unilateral treat-

ment was chosen for this project to maximize the power of each mon-

key and to provide a validation of the biochemical progression of the

pathology across hemispheres. For future behavioral studies, bilateral

injection of AAV-2xTauwill be essential, especially for studies aimed at

demonstrating cognitive decline.

In summary, we report here the initial steps of the development of

a tau-based model of AD in rhesus monkeys. While it is still unknown

whether the animals treatedwith AAV-2xTauwill present the full spec-

trum of AD, including severe cognitive impairment, these initial obser-

vations set the stage for the next steps in testing tau-based therapeu-

tics for AD patients.
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